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Opinion 

 
Petition for writ of certiorari granted on the following questions: 

 
1. Whether the warrant issued by the District Court lacked 

probable cause, in violation of the Fourth Amendment; and  
 
2. Whether the Petitioner’s current and future incarceration 

violates his Fourteenth Amendment rights to due process and equal 
protection. 
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OPINION 
 
Thomas Franczyk, Chief Judge: 
 

Before the Court is Appellant’s appeal from a consolidated judgment of 
the District Court for the Western District of New York (Moot, J.). For the 
reasons admirably stated in that Decision and Order, we AFFIRM the 
District Court’s judgment. Rebecca Donoghue, Circuit Judge, dissents. 
 

Dissent 
Rebecca Donoghue, Circuit Judge: 
 
 By affirming the District’s orders, the Second Circuit today has done the 
unpardonable: we have criminalized poverty. Though Petitioner sought two 
divergent forms of relief, the underlying issue in both claims is indigence. The 
warrant was issued under false pretenses because Kimberly Przybyszewski’s 
children were hungry. And Stanley Przybyszewski has spent most of the past ten 



years behind bars because he cannot pay what he owes without losing his livelihood. 
I therefore dissent. 
 

Facts 
 

 Let me begin by providing some of the facts left out of the District Court’s 
order. Stan Przybyszewski is a lifelong resident of Buffalo. He graduated from high 
school in 1999. During his first semester at the University at Buffalo, his father 
died suddenly, and Przybyszewski left school to work full-time to support his 
mother and siblings. Following an apprenticeship with Local 276, he became a 
union carpenter. He also began drinking. In 2005, he married Kimberly Nowicki, 
also from St. Casimir’s Parish. In 2007, their daughter was born, and in 2010, they 
had twin boys. Przybyszewski received his first citation for driving while impaired 
in 2009. He pleaded guilty to the charge and was fined $5,000 by the Cheektowaga 
Town Court. His second conviction came in 2011, when he was again fined, and his 
license suspended for 90 days. In 2015, he was stopped by the Tonawanda Police 
Department on suspicion of driving under the influence. He failed the field sobriety 
tests administered by the police. The Tonawanda Police also determined that he 
was driving with a suspended license. He again pleaded guilty to the charges. The 
Town of Tonawanda Town Court revoked his license, fined him $10,000 for his 
repeated violations, and sentenced him to ninety days in jail. He sold his car, which 
was the only vehicle the family owned, to pay down his fines. He still owed $1,200 
on the first fine from Cheektowaga, and $6,000 on the most recent fine from 
Tonawanda.  
 Back in January 2012, he reported to work at a construction site too 
inebriated to work. He was sent home, and a report was made to Local 276. When 
the same thing happened three months later at another site, his union card was 
revoked. He sought non-union construction jobs, but with no vehicle, travel to and 
from job sites became difficult. In 2013, Przybyszewski and his wife separated. As 
part of the eventual divorce, Przybyszewski was ordered by the Family Court to pay 
$300 per month in child support. After six months, Przybyszewski could no longer 
regularly pay the court-ordered child support.  
 In 2016, he secured a job building an addition on a house in West Seneca. He 
earned $10,000 on that job, after expenses. He used $7,500 of the money to buy a 
used 1998 Ford Econoline van, which he hoped would allow him to take on more 
work as a carpenter. He gave his ex-wife $2,000 of the remaining money cover some 
of his outstanding debt to her, and retained $500 for his own living expenses.  
 With the van, he was able to secure additional non-union work as a 
carpenter, earning $17,000 in 2017. During that year, that van required $3,000 in 



repairs to pass inspection, and his annual insurance for the vehicle was $1,600, due 
to his prior convictions. He pays rent to his sister of $300 a month to stay in a room 
over her unattached garage. Over the course of 2017, he paid $5,000 to his wife for 
arrears on his child support, and $2,500 to the various courts for his outstanding 
fees and fines. At the time of his arrest, Przybyszewski had a little more than $300 
in his checking account, and no savings, investments, or any other financial 
support.  
 He does have, however, a 20-year old van worth $5,000; power tools, ladders, 
and some supplies (such as surplus nails and wood) worth an additional $10,000, 
and an air compressor worth $2,300. He pays $80 per month for a storage locker to 
store his equipment and supplies. If he liquidated his assets, he could pay off the 
amount he owes to his ex-wife, and put a dent into what he owes in court fees and 
fines. But he would be without any ability to earn any income in the future: his 
tools and his van are his livelihood. Without them, he feels he is nothing. 
 Kimberly Przybyszewski works part-time from home in the evenings as a 
medical billing assistant, after the children have fallen asleep. She earned $12,000 
in 2017, the most she has ever earned. Despite that, she could not afford the rent on 
her lower flat in Cheektowaga, and the food, clothing, and medical bills incurred for 
the children. In January of this year, the twins were both diagnosed with Type I 
(Juvenile) Diabetes, and they require multiple daily injections of insulin. It was that 
diagnosis that prompted her admittedly false report to the FBI. She needed money, 
and getting Przybyszewski arrested was the only way she could see to do it. She 
knew that if she told the FBI that her husband had joined ISIS, he would be 
arrested, and the court might be able to force him to pay what he owed. 
 

ANALYSIS 
 

1. The Magistrate failed to exercise any judgment in determining 
probable cause. 

The magistrate erred in not using his common sense to see the affidavit in 
support of the application was based on unreliable and biased information. 

An affidavit in support of a search warrant must present the magistrate with a 
specification of the particular facts and circumstances asserted to establish probable 
cause sufficient to enable the magistrate to perform his duty to make an 
independent assessment of the matter. See, e.g., Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 
165, 98 S. Ct. 2674, 57 L. Ed. 2d 667 (1978). In other words, “a magistrate is not 
entitled to rely on the judgment of law enforcement officials. He or she is expected 
to review the materials submitted and make a detached, independent judgment of 



probable cause.” U.S. v. Davis, 714 F.2d 896, 900 (9th Cir. 1983). As the Supreme 
Court stated in Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 219, 103 S. Ct. 2317, 76 L. Ed. 2d 527 
(1983), the magistrate’s “actions cannot be a mere ratification of the bare 
conclusions of others.” 

In the case at bar, a question of whether the magistrate made a detached, 
independent judgment of probable cause arises from the face of the warrant itself. 
The warrant claims Przybyszewski had become a member of ISIS, or at least had 
become radicalized in some way. This information came from Przybyszewski’s ex-
wife, who, to be fair, would have reason to know about her former husband’s 
interests. But the affidavit also disclosed Przybyszewski owed her money. Further, 
Special Agent Doright gave no indication he had done anything to verify her claims. 
He did not even check on Facebook or Twitter to see if what she said was true. 
There is no indication he checked to see if Przybyszewski had made any purchases 
of weapons, or even if he had a firearms license.  

As the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit has stated: 
Under the “probable cause” standard, the “totality of the circumstances” 
disclosed in the supporting affidavits must demonstrate “a fair probability 
that contraband or evidence of a crime will be found in a particular place.” 

 Zayas-Diaz, 95 F.3d at 111, quoting Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. at 238 (emphasis 
added); U.S. v. Bucuvalas, 970 F.2d 937, 940 (1st Cir. 1992). 

In the case at bar, it is readily apparent that the government simply acted too 
fast in obtaining and executing the warrant. The agents rushed forward prior to 
obtaining the necessary probable cause to support the warrant. The agents’ failure 
to exercise restraint and to proceed more diligently in their investigation left them 
with a constitutionally defective affidavit. And the magistrate failed to “make a 
detached, independent judgment of probable cause.” No reasonable person could 
conclude that Przybyszewski had become an ISIS sympathizer simply based on his 
ex-wife’s allegations. 

It is thus submitted that an examination of the totality of the circumstances 
disclosed in the affidavit reveals that there was an absence of probable cause that 
the defendant had committed a crime. Accordingly, the evidence obtained through 
this search should be suppressed. 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Poverty is Not a Crime. 
 

The District Court erred in failing to examine the root cause of Przybyszewski’s 
incarceration after incarceration and his former wife’s false accusation against him: 
poverty. These people are caught in an endless cycle of jail and debt that renders 
null the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantees of due process and equal protection.  

The Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection and due process clauses work 
together to restrict a state's ability to imprison indigent defendants for failure to 
pay fines. Tate v. Short, 401 U.S. 395, 396, 91 S.Ct. 668, 28 L.Ed.2d 130 (1971).  The 
Supreme Court of the United States has held that the due process and equal 
protection clauses prevent a state from invidiously discriminating against, or 
arbitrarily punishing, indigent defendants for their failure to pay fines they cannot 
pay. Bearden, 461 U.S. at 665. 

Therefore, a trial court must inquire as to a defendant's ability to pay before 
imprisoning the defendant in order to ensure the failure to pay is contumacious -- 
that is, stubbornly disobedient -- and not due solely to a lack of means. Id. at 668–
69, 103 S.Ct. 2064. 

No precise definition of “constitutional indigence exists.” In Williams, the 
Supreme Court spoke of indigence as meaning “without funds.” 399 U.S. at 242, 90 
S.Ct. 2018. Nonetheless, courts have recognized that constitutional indigence 
cannot mean absolute destitution.  Bearden essentially mandates that we examine 
the totality of the defendant's financial circumstances to determine whether he or 
she is constitutionally indigent in the face of a particular fine. 461 U.S. at 661- 
62, 666 n. 8 (“The more appropriate question is whether consideration of a 
defendant's financial background in setting or resetting a sentence is so arbitrary or 
unfair as to be a denial of due process.”). 

As the Bearden Court stated: “the reason for non-payment is of critical 
importance.” If a defendant fails to pay despite sufficient bona fide efforts to satisfy 
his legal debts, the court must consider and reject alternative measures of 
punishment before a period of incarceration may be imposed. Focusing on the 
reason for noncompliance balances unlawful discrimination against the poor on the 
one hand and the State's interest in punishing criminal offenders on the other hand. 

Applying this rule to the facts of this case is straightforward. The various courts 
that have imprisoned Przybyszewski looked at his balance sheet and determined 
that he has assets. Yet, while Przybyszewski may not be absolutely destitute, he 
cannot pay the fines he owes. To do so would require him to pawn the very tools he 
uses to make a living. He is a carpenter, and his tools are just as necessary to him 
as his hands, or his eyes. Without them, he cannot live. Perhaps more important, he 



has been forced to choose whether to go to jail, or to give up any hope of supporting 
his children, or himself, in the future. To pay his debts, he must keep his tools. 

Again and again, the courts have forced Przybyszewski into a Hobson’s Choice: 
give up what you are, or go to jail. True, he may choose to go to jail. But what kind 
of choice is that?  
 With regard to the District Court’s claim that the Rooker-Feldman doctrine 
prevents us from examining Przybyszewski’s claim, I find that an abdication of our 
duty to do justice, and an incorrect application of the law. On a procedural basis, the 
District Court erred because the order from the Family Court came after the 
commencement of this action. But more important, what Przybyszewski seeks is not 
a review of the Family Court’s order of support, or his conviction in the Tonawanda 
Town Court for driving while impaired. What he seeks, rather, is an examination of 
the entire system of court fines and costs. That is manifestly different from the 
endless re-hash of state court actions barred by the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. 
Rather, that examination is exactly what a federal court must do to ensure the 
enforcement of the Constitution. 
 I dissent. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
__________________________________________ 
 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA   
 
 vs.       Civil Case No: 2018-1(M) 
 
 
STANLEY PRZYBYSZEWSKI, 
 
   Defendant 
 
__________________________________________ 
 
and 
 
__________________________________________ 
 
STANLEY PRZYBYSZEWSKI, 
 
   Petitioner   
 
 vs.       Civil Case No: 2018-2(M) 
 
 
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTIONS, 
 
   Respondent 
__________________________________________ 
 

Decision and Order 
  

Stanley Przybyszewski has been a frequent guest of the 
State over the past ten years. He has served time for failing to 
pay child support, for failing to pay the fine and court costs 
associated with his conviction for driving while impaired, and 
he is currently serving a sentence for his conviction for 
possession of a controlled substance. 
 He seeks two forms of relief: one, a Fourth Amendment 
challenge to the validity of the search warrant that led to the 
discovery of the controlled substance; the other, a habeas 
corpus petition under the Fourteenth Amendment to challenge his 
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current and future incarceration.1  For the reasons below, we 
deny both motions.  

Factual Background 
  

On October 31, 2017, United States Magistrate Judge John 
Lord O’Brian approved a search warrant requested by Special 
Agent Dudley Doright of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
a member of the Erie County Anti-Terror Joint Task Force. In his 
affidavit supporting the application, Special Agent Doright 
informed the Court he had received information from Kimberly 
Przybyszewski, the ex-wife of Stanley Przybyszewski, indicating 
he had become a radicalized supporter of the Islamic State in 
Syria (ISIS), and that he was stockpiling weapons in his 
apartment. Ms. Przybyszewski indicated to Special Agent Doright  
that Przybyszewski had made posts on Facebook and Twitter 
indicating his support for ISIS. Following this tip, Special 
Agent Doright conducted a search for outstanding warrants. He 
noted that Przybyszewski had an outstanding warrant from the New 
York State Family Court for Erie County for failure to pay child 
support. He also noted that Przybyszewski had a prior conviction 
for Driving While Impaired from the Town of Tonawanda Town 
Court, and that court had also issued a warrant for 
Przybyszewski’s arrest for his failure to pay the fine. He noted 
both warrants in his affidavit in support of his application for 
a search warrant, along with the information provided by 
Kimberly Przybyszewski. 
 Magistrate Judge O’Brian found sufficient probable cause to 
approve the application. Before dawn on November 3, 2017, agents 
from the Joint Task Force entered Przybyszewski’s apartment, 
with his consent. No weapons were found, and Przybyszewski 
denied owning a computer or any means to post messages on 
Facebook or Twitter. The agents did discover, however, a wooden 
box in the room, which contained over an ounce of marijuana, 
along with matches and rolling papers. Przybyszewski admitted 
the marijuana was his. He was taken into custody by Special 
Agent Doright, charged with possession, and held at the Erie 

                                            
1 Przybyszewski’s two actions were consolidated into the present action 
pursuant to the Wechsler Moot Court Act, 28 U.S.C. § 00000, the full text of 
which reads, “Participants and Judges are to ignore all procedural 
irregularities, hiccups, errors, or oddities, so the students can have two 
sufficiently substantive but distinct issues to argue.” 
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County Holding Center. He was subsequently indicted and remained 
at the Holding Center, pending trial.   
 Appearing pro se, he submitted a letter to the Court 
challenging the search warrant. We read the letter as requesting 
a Franks hearing. In support of that request, he included a 
statement from his ex-wife to the effect that she had 
misrepresented some of the information she supplied to Special 
Agent Doright. The Magistrate Judge O’Brian denied 
Przybyszewski’s request for a Franks hearing. Following a bench 
trial before the Magistrate, Przybyszewski was found guilty of 
possession of a controlled substance in violation of 21 U.S.C § 
844(a) and sentenced to one-year imprisonment, along with a 
$10,000 fine.  
 While that matter was pending, Przybyszewski was brought 
before Judge Mary Giallanza of the New York Family Court, who 
sentenced him to six-months incarceration for his failure to 
obey the Court’s order of child support, in accordance with New 
York’s Family Court Act § 454. That incarceration is to begin 
upon completion of his sentence for criminal possession, ordered 
by this Court. Przybyszewski was also brought before the 
Tonawanda Town Court, for his failure to pay the fine and costs 
associated with his conviction for Driving While Impaired. That 
court sentenced him to six-month incarceration, to be served 
following his sentence from Family Court. 
 Przybyszewski, currently serving his federal sentence, was 
able to secure counsel from a faculty member from the University 
at Buffalo School of Law, who agreed to represent him pro bono. 
 He brings before this court an appeal from his conviction 
before the Magistrate, and a petition for habeas corpus relief 
from his incarceration by the New York State Department of 
Corrections. The Department moved to dismiss the petition under 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b) 1 & 6. We have consolidated the actions 
pursuant to the Wechsler Moot Court Act, 28 U.S.C. § 00000. 
 

Analysis 
 

1. Defendant’s Motion to Suppress the Evidence 
 

Prior to his trial, Przybyszewski moved for a hearing pursuant 
to Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 57 L.Ed.2d 
667 (1978), asserting that the Magistrate Judge should have 
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determined the reliability of the information contained in the 
affidavit supporting the warrant application.  

Under Franks, evidence obtained pursuant to a warrant based on 
materially false and misleading information is not admissible 
absent a hearing at which it is determined whether, setting 
aside the false statements, sufficient independent evidence was 
presented to the judicial officer such that the warrant was, 
notwithstanding the tainted information, issued 
on probable cause. Franks, supra, at 155–56, 98 S.Ct. 2674. 
Moreover, before a defendant is entitled to a hearing to test 
the truthfulness of a warrant's underlying affidavits, the 
“defendant must make a ‘substantial preliminary showing’ that: 
(1) the claimed inaccuracies or omissions are the result of the 
affiant's deliberate falsehood or reckless disregard for the 
truth; and (2) the alleged falsehoods or omissions were 
necessary to the judge's probable cause finding.” United States 
v. Salameh, 152 F.3d 88, 113 (2d Cir.1998) (citing United States 
v. Levasseur, 816 F.2d 37, 43 (2d Cir.1987)), cert. denied, 525 
U.S. 1112, 119 S.Ct. 885, 142 L.Ed.2d 785 (1999). Additionally, 
a hearing is not required where an affidavit in support of a 
search warrant application contains material allegedly presented 
with “deliberate falsity or reckless disregard” for the truth if 
“when material that is the subject of the alleged falsity or 
reckless disregard is set to one side, there remains sufficient 
content in the warrant affidavit to support a finding 
of probable cause.” Franks, supra, at 171–72, 98 S.Ct. 
2674; United States v. Ferguson, 758 F.2d 843, 849 (2d 
Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 841, 106 S.Ct. 124, 125, 88 
L.Ed.2d 102 (1985). Franks has been limited to the statements 
contained in the affidavit based on the investigator's personal 
knowledge and does not extend to the information an informant 
may have provided to the applicant. United States v. Wapnick, 60 
F.3d 948, 956 (2d Cir.1995), cert. denied, 517 U.S. 1187, 116 
S.Ct. 1672, 134 L.Ed.2d 776 (1996). 

In this case, the Magistrate correctly determined that 
Przybyszewski had not met the constitutional bar successfully to 
challenge the warrant. “In order to challenge successfully a 
search warrant based on an attack on the allegations in a 
supporting affidavit, a defendant must show by a preponderance 
of the evidence that the affidavit contained false statements 
that were material on the issue of probable cause.” United 
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States v. Wapnick, 60 F.3d 948, 955 (2d Cir.1995) (internal 
quotations and citation omitted); see also United States v. 
Lahey, 967 F.Supp.2d 698, 709 (S.D.N.Y.2013) (“To require 
suppression, a movant must demonstrate, by a preponderance of 
the evidence, both the affiant's intent to mislead the issuing 
judge and the materiality of the affiant's falsehoods or 
omissions.”) (emphasis in original). Przybyszewski argues that 
the application for the warrant contained obviously false 
statements from his ex-wife. The court agrees the affidavit 
contained misleading statements from Kimberly Przybyszewski 
regarding her ex-husband’s terrorist activities. Nonetheless, 
the affidavit also contained the self-evidently true information 
that warrants had been issued for Przybyszewski’s arrest by the 
Town of Tonawanda Town Court and the New York State Family 
Court. These, standing alone, were sufficient to provide the 
Magistrate with probable cause to issue the search warrant. 
Therefore, Przybyszewski’s appeal to suppress the evidence and 
set aside the verdict is DENIED. 
 

2. Equal Protection and Due Process Claims.  
 

Przybyszewski has also brought a habeas corpus petition 
challenging his incarceration by the Family Court, the Town of 
Tonawanda Court, and, one supposes, this Court. He makes the 
somewhat novel claim that his chronic imprisonment is somehow a 
violation of his Fourteenth Amendment right to due process and 
equal protection of the laws. For the reasons below, the Court 
rejects this argument.  

Przybyszewski cites the Supreme Court decision Bearden v. 
Georgia, 61 U.S. 660, 665, 103 S.Ct. 2064, 76 L.Ed.2d 221 
(1983), in support of his argument. Unfortunately for 
Przybyszewski, however, that case compels us to deny his 
petition. In Bearden, the Supreme Court held that a defendant's 
probation could not automatically be revoked for failure to pay 
a fine or restitution even though his probation was conditioned 
on such payment. Instead, the proper court must inquire into the 
reasons for the failure to pay. If the defendant is found to 
have willfully refused to pay the fine or restitution when he 
had the means to do so, or to have failed to make sufficient 
bona fide efforts to obtain employment or borrow money with 
which to pay the fine or restitution, the government is 
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justified in using imprisonment as a sanction to enforce 
collection. If, however, the defendant is found to have made all 
reasonable efforts to pay the fine or restitution but was still 
unable to do so through no fault of his own, the court must 
consider alternative means of punishment in lieu of more 
imprisonment. Here, by Przybyszewski’s own admission in the 
disclosure forms submitted to the Family Court, he has 
sufficient assets to pay the outstanding fines, or to at least 
pay the monthly installments. That he chooses not to pay does 
not rise to a Constitutional violation. Where a prisoner has the 
keys to the prison door in his pocket, this Court will not open 
that door for him.  

But even if the Court were inclined to grant 
Przybyszewski’s petition, we could not grant the relief he 
seeks, as the Court does not have subject matter jurisdiction 
over a state Family Court matter. The Rooker-Feldman doctrine 
prevents a losing state court defendant from bringing a 
subsequent cause of action in federal court to reject the state 
court judgment that may have caused injury to the now-
plaintiff. See Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Saudi Basic Indus. Corp., 
544 U.S. 280, 281 (2005). To apply the doctrine, four elements 
must be met: (1) the now-plaintiff must have lost in state 
court; (2) the complaint must allege injuries sustained from the 
state's judgment; (3) the plaintiff must bring a district court 
case to review and reject the previous state court judgment; and 
(4) the state's judgment must have been finalized before the 
federal case's commencement. See Hoblock v. Albany Cnty. Bd. of 
Elections, 422 F.3d 77, 85 (2d Cir. 2005). 

Even though Przybyszewski’s Petition asserts federal 
question claims that would arise under the Constitution, the 
case maintains a domestic relations flair that prevails 
throughout. He alleges Fourteenth Constitutional violations 
based upon an imposed penalty ordered by a state court judge for 
child support arrears. When a case that seemingly meets federal 
question standards reflects family relations decisions, the 
federal court generally will not entertain the 
action. See Firestone v. Cleveland Trust Co., 654 F.2d 1212, 
1215 (6th Cir. 1981). The objections to the state court's 
decision and any injuries claimed to be a result of that 
decision should be addressed in state court proceedings. 
The Rooker-Feldman doctrine allows federal courts to prevent the 
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entanglement with domestic relations cases by dismissing the 
case before the court. 

For this reason alone, Przybyszewski’s Petition for habeas 
corpus relief would be denied.  
 

Conclusion 
 
 For the foregoing reasons, Przybyszewski’s claims are 
denied. 
 
      s/ Adelbert Moot 
      United States District Judge 






































